
High Quality Pools

Skimmers Overflow Basins

Rigid PVC
Swimming Pools in Series.



 

Claro Esquina Relax Romano

The swimming pools of the S-LINE series unite the ad-
vantages of a proven PVC hard surface with the pos-
sibility of cost-effective series production. Different 
lengths combined with four different stair variants 
leave nothing to be desired. Whether as an overflow 
basin or as a skimmer pool, S-LINE swimming pools are 
convincing.
The water-touching surface of the S-LINE series con-
sists of welded 4mm thick rigid PVC panels. The FBE 
coating on the back serves for stabilization. A 90mm 
wall insulation made of PU foam reduces heat loss and 

provides additional stability. The production in one pie-
ce, without joints and flange connections ensures tight-
ness and excellent hygiene properties. It gets along 
without plasticizer. Moreover, the PVC used for VPS® 
pools is guaranteed to contain no cadmium and lead 
and is approved according to DIN 19643. 
Another advantage ist the absolute resistance of the 
PVC lining to all types of pool water, no matter if it is 
mineral, salt water or ozone-treated water, at tempe-
ratures up to 60°C.

“High Quality“ Swimming Pools in Series
Experience and competence are crucial for the sustainable quality of our 
VPS® swimming pools.

Technology

Our swimming pools are 
custom designed according to 
your wishes. Built-ins such as 

stairs, benches or loungers are 
molded directly into the pool 

basin.

Quality

Constant inspections and 
assessments of new materials 

and possible installations 
ensure Vario Pool System its 

great innovative strength.

Competence

It must be the combination of 
experience and the use of the 
highest quality materials that 
makes VPS® swimming pool 

unique.

Vario Pool System

We, The Vario Pool System 
GmbH (VPS®), have been 

dedicated to the production 
and distribution of custom 

swimming pools of the highest 
quality for more than 30 years.

defined sizes

The Brand
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Wasser simuliert

S-LINE swimming pools are delivered to the 
construction site in one piece, have to be 
aligned there and professionally backfilled 
after all pipe and electrical lines have been 
connected.

This guarantees the shortest construction 
times. All materials used for the pool body 
are free from organic decomposition and 
have a extremely long life. The high-quality 
90 mm thick thermal insulation in the walls 
enables economical operation in all installa-
tion situations.
In addition to the usual KTW and KSW appro-
vals, the PVC from VPS® also has a food safety 
certificate, a further plus for your health and 
well-being. To ensure safe entry and exit, all 
stairs are coated with an anti-slip coating and 
have a color-coded step marking. The optio-
nally available roller shutter support edge for 
skimmer pools also offers increased security.

VPS® S-LINE-Series

Technology that inspires day after day. 
Swimming pools in series.

Insulation

90mm PU Rigid Foam

Ring Anchor

Sealing

Pool Edge

Styrodur

Underlay
Backfilling

Concrete Anchor

Concrete Slab

Staircase Handrail Underwater

Headlights

Handrail

Massage Jet

VPS®  Pure

Pool Cover

Entry Stairs Roller Shutter Box

High Solution Skimmer

for High Water Levels

Roller Shutter 

Support Edge
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Color Selection of the Surfaces.
Configure your own pool.

VPS® takes care of the development, design and cons-
truction of all pool products. VPS® relies on experience, 
high level of expertise and a professional 3D software 
application. All design drawings go optimally into the 
production cycle and you, the customer, can make the 
most of the animated PDF documents and CAD files du-
ring the coordination phase. 

Digital Construction 3D
We rely on a Digital Process.

Optimal process control

Solutions according to your wishes

Professional design department
white sand anthracite silver gray swimming pool blue
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& Step into the Pool.

Die VPS® S-LINE SERIES
An investment in the future. The following advantages for you in detail:

         minimal own weight

         short installation time

         ready to connect

         absolute tightness

         guaranteed fixed price

         weather resistance

         extremely long life

            brine resistance

            resistance up to + 60° C

            chemical resistance

            resistance to ozone

            easy care

            contain no cadmium and lead

            without plasticizer

Overflow BasinsSkimmers

Whether as an overflow pool or as a skimmer pool, S-LINE swimming pools 

are convincing. We would be happy to advise you on the possibilities.
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90mm wall insulation
for an energetic
optimal process.
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The swimming pool is moved by crane directly from 
our logistics vehicles. The basin is placed in the excava-
tion pit or building opening and leveled. After the final 
inspection, the technical installation takes place. Here 
we rely on selected pool retailers and installation com-
panies, with whom we work together across the board. 

Your advantage: You always have specialists as contact 
personnel, because this is the only way a perfect process 
works. If necessary, we will also provide support on site. 
VPS® focuses on quality. From the beginning to the end. 
This is guaranteed and proven by our 30 plus years in 
the pool industry.

Pool Basin Installation
A Network of Professionals.
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Pioneers in the
Pool Construction Industry.

100% true to size and fit

absolute resistance with rigid PVC

extremely long life

inhouse production

resistance to ozone

ready to connect

High Quality
Expert advice & handling

 

Tel.: +49 (0) 571 - 50 55 750
info@vpsgmbh.de
www.vps-s-line.de

Vario Pool System GmbH
Harkortdamm 31
32429 Minden

Facebook
Instagram
YouTube


